


Welcome to this issue of QMYOU, which publishes 
just a few months after I was installed as 
Principal of Queen Margaret University (QMU).

Both before and since joining QMU, I have been struck by 
the relevance of the subjects in which research and teaching 
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here and now as well as addressing the issues of the future.
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a few stories about our work fostering entrepreneurship 
and the business successes of our current students and 
recent graduates. Also very interesting is an interview with 
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theatre practitioners and other creatives to apply their skills in 
social contexts – in public health, social welfare, education, 
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and their priorities. This will help us ensure that our future 
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and friends of the University, and I have been touched by 
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Moving up the rankings

QUEEN MARGARET UNIVERSITY (QMU) has climbed 
seven places in the Complete University Guide 2020 



Professor McVittie awarded Fellowship of 
the American Psychological Association 
(APA)
PROFESSOR CHRIS MCVITTIE (PhD, CPsychol, 
AFBPsS) has been awarded Fel lowship of the 



Interview with Sir Paul Grice
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IN OCTOBER, SIR PAUL GRICE 
took up the role of Principal and 
Vice-Chancellor at QMU.  Sir Paul has 

an outstanding record in governance 
and leadership at a national level. Before 
joining QMU, he held the position of 
Clerk and Chief Executive at the Scottish 
Parliament. Having been involved in the 
constitutional group with responsibility 
for the referendum on establishing the 
Scottish Parliament, he went on to 
manage the Scotland Act which laid the 
foundation for the new constitutional 
jveqi{svo2 Erh li {ew xli Ăvwx tivwsr 
to speak in the Scottish Parliament, 
higpevmrk mx sʇgmepp} stir2 

But Sir Paul is not new to higher 
education. He has a deep understanding 
of the sector and its challenges, with 
fellowships and board memberships 
at a number of prestigious academic 
institutions. He was knighted in the New 
Year Honours List 2016 for services to the 
Scottish Parliament and voluntary services 
to higher education and the community in 
Scotland.

We have asked him some of the questions 
that we think you might like put to him.

What attracted you to the role of 
Principal at QMU?

Having worked in public service 
throughout my career, I have found 
myself increasingly drawn towards higher 
education. Not only are universities a 
hugely important part of civic society 
- as educators, knowledge creators, 
and engines of economic and social 
development - they also build policy 
and practice. That combined impact is 
incredibly powerful. 

More, I am excited by the opportunity 
to lead a university that excels in areas 
that mean a great deal to me personally, 
including health and culture. I’m fascinated 

by QMU’s work in food and drink and in 
business, and I can see the fantastic 
opportunities arising from teacher 
education. 

Also important to me is QMU’s 
particular focus on social justice: 
widening participation, sustaining people 
in education, promoting employability, 
providing employment and influencing 
society for the good – all these are aspects 
of social justice and things that QMU does 
particularly well.

How do you feel your career so far 
prepares you for your role at QMU?

There are definite similarities between 
my last role and that at QMU. The most 
obvious of these is the privilege and 
responsibility of leadership. Both my 
previous and new roles are people focused. 
They are both about bringing out the best 
in creative, highly intelligent and committed 
groups of people. That’s something I really 
enjoy.

I recognise that my new role will represent 
a learning curve for me. That said, I am 
lucky to have benefitted from a number of 
opportunities to work in higher education 
governance. Beginning with a role on the 
Court of the University of Stirling, my higher 
education roles have included membership 
of the Economic and Social Research 
Council (ESRC), board membership 
of Policy Scotland at the University of 
Glasgow, and fellowships at the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh (RSE) and at a centre 
of the University of Cambridge. I look 
forward to translating my learnings from 
these governance roles into operational 
leadership.

And I believe that my role in the 
Parliament - at the heart of public 
life - means that I have a particular 
understanding of the contribution that 
universities can make to society. I hope 

to bring to QMU new connections and a 
broad frame of reference in terms of the 
context in which we operate. 

How has higher education touched you 
personally?

Growing up in York, I didn’t do 
exceptionally well at school - my own 
fault entirely! I developed a taste for 
learning while studying for a Diploma in 
Building and Construction at my local 
further education college (perhaps a 
rather unusual stepping stone on the 
path to university leadership). Then the 
University of Stirling took a chance on 
me and my non-traditional qualifications. I 
graduated in economics and environmental 
science, having had a fabulous time both 
academically and socially.  

Much later, Stirling invited me back to 
join their Court. I was delighted to give 
back to the organisation which had given 
me such wonderful life opportunities. The 
role on the Court at Stirling led on to many 
other chances to work in higher education 
governance and ultimately to my decision 
to apply for the role of Principal at QMU.

What are your thoughts on the 
transformative power of higher 
education?

Higher education transforms individual 
lives and it transforms society. I am just 
one example of someone whose life 
opportunities have been transformed 
through their experience of university. 
At societal level, universities transform 
economies, the way people think and the 
way society acts. As a smaller institution, 
QMU is in a great position to respond to 
changes in society as we should be able 
to respond faster than a larger institution. 

My work with Policy Scotland and the 
ESRC has reinforced my sense of the 
importance of universities in pushing the 





WHEN PROFESSOR 
PETRA WEND FRSE 
retired as Principal 

and Vice-Chancellor of 
QMU at the end of July, it 
truly felt like the end of an 
era.  Professor Wend was at 
the helm of the institution 
for a decade, joining us two 
years after we moved to our 
current campus.
Yrhiv liv piehivwlmt0 xli Yrmzivwmx} pietx yt xli veromrkw mr xivqw sj 

research excellence and greatly expanded the range and depth of such 
work. It nurtured and expanded on its local and national partnerships 
and connections alongside growing its international footprint and 
outlook.  
Mrhiih0 e gsqqmxxih mrxivrexmsrepmwx0 Tvsjiwwsv [irh lew {svoih 

gsrwmwxirxp} xlvsyklsyx liv geviiv ew er egehiqmg xs gvsww fsvhivw0 
geographically and socially, in order to realise the full potential of the 
institutions with which she has been associated.
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Syxwxerhmrk Piehivwlmt erh Qerekiqirx Xieq gexiksv} sj xli Xmqiw 
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After three seasons, I moved to a more 
senior role at Livingston Football Club but 
they went into receivership and my post 
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Paramedics of tomorrow 
to be educated at QMU
QMU is delighted to announce that it has been awarded 
jyrhmrk jvsq xli Wgsxxmwl Kszivrqirx xs sҫiv e xlvii1}iev 
hikvii mr Teveqihmg Wgmirgi2

WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP with the 
Scottish Ambulance Service, this new 
three year ordinary BSc Paramedic 

Wgmirgi tvskveqqi viăigxw xli viuymviqirx xlex 
all paramedics entering the profession from 2021 
must have a degree.

The new programme will provide approximately 60 
places for students from September 2020 to develop the 
necessary knowledge, skills and competencies to provide 
out-of-hospital care in a range of health settings as a 
member of an integrated health and social care team.

Over three years, students will learn how to respond 
safely and effectively in emergency and non-emergency 
situations, and will develop skills of assessment, 
diagnosis, management and treatment of people. The 
new programme will also utilise virtual reality, provided 
by Viarama - Scotland's leading virtual reality social 
enterprise - which will allow students to practice real-life 
scenarios in a safe environment.

Topics covered in the three-year programme will 
include: biological sciences, management of health and 
illness, communication skills, person-centred practice, 
leadership and management.

The role of paramedics is set to expand beyond acute 
trauma with an increasing focus on the management 
of long term conditions, mental health care, support of 
older people and the reduction of unnecessary hospital 
admissions. A broad range of allied health programmes 
are already provided at QMU and so an interprofessional 
learning experience alongside a wide range of other 
health and social care professions unrivalled in any other 
university in Scotland can be provided to these students.

Professor Fiona Coutts, Dean of the School of Health 
Sciences, said: “The announcement of this exciting 
new programme is a testament to our commitment 

to interdisciplinary healthcare programmes that give 
students the knowledge they need to make a real 
difference in their communities. 

"Our School of Health Sciences offers the largest 
range of professional healthcare programmes of any 
university in Scotland, and these are designed to create 
healthcare graduates who think critically and are ready 
to develop existing practice. With our focus on person-
centred practice and our excellent student experience, 
we are delighted to be working alongside the Scottish 
Ambulance Service to educate paramedics of tomorrow.”

QMU is also well-equipped to provide paramedic 
science students with the necessary skills to work 
with patients with hearing or speech impairments. The 
University teaches British Sign Language (BSL), and 
QMU aspires to lead the way in terms of responding to 
the Scottish Government’s BSL (Scotland) Act 2015. 
With aims to provide a BSL-friendly culture at QMU, this 
will have great influence on the teaching of paramedic 
science at the University.

QMU is one of five Scottish universities set to deliver 
the degree from September 2020.

Pauline Howie, Chief Executive of the Scottish 
Ambulance Service said: “We are absolutely delighted 
to work in partnership with these universities – it is 
exciting to know they will be educating new generations 
of paramedics who will enter the workforce armed with 
the latest skills and trained to the highest standards.

“These changes not only increase our capacity for 
training more paramedics, helping us meet predictions 
for future demands of patients, but they support the 
delivery of integrated health and social care.”

To find out more about Paramedic Science provision 
at QMU, visit www.qmu.ac.uk/paramedic-science ❒
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MA Applied Arts and Social Practice: 
interview with Dr Anthony Schrag
With growing interest in applied arts and social practice, QMU's new master’s will allow students 
to graduate with a better understanding of how artists, theatre practitioners and other creatives 
apply their skills in social contexts, third sector organisations, public health, social welfare, 
education and criminal justice, while giving them the practical and enterprise skills to develop 
a sustainable career in their chosen field.

WE SPOKE WITH programme 
leader, Dr Anthony Schrag, to 





It pays to have 
women in business 
- EntreprenHER

THOSE WERE THE WORDS of leading entrepreneur, 
businesswoman, television personality – and Queen 
Margaret University (QMU) Chancellor – Prue Leith CBE 

at an exciting event at QMU on Tuesday 19 March 2019.
The event, EntreprenHER, formed part of QMU’s celebrations of 

International Women’s Day which took place earlier that month, and 
focused on women in business and the challenges facing female 
entrepreneurs. The Alison Rose Review of Female Entrepreneurship, 
commissioned by the UK government and launched on 9 March 
2019, states that up to £250bn of new value could be added to 
the UK economy if women started and scaled new businesses at 
the same rate as men. 

Women do not lack ability or ambition yet only one in three UK 
entrepreneurs is female. At QMU we are proud to be bucking the 
trend; of the 37 start-ups in the University’s Business Innovation 
Zone (BIZ), 20 are run either solely or in partnership by women.

 A survey of companies by Unilever Foundry found women who 
started their own businesses often encountered discrimination 
such as investors being less willing to invest in their firms on 
gender grounds.

EntreprenHER provided a platform for a panel of female 
entrepreneurs based out of the BIZ to take centre stage and provide 
real-life experiences of the challenges – and discrimination – they 
have faced in establishing and running successful businesses. 
Chaired by Elaine Jackson from East Lothian Business Gateway, 
the panel discussion covered a range of topics including finding 
time for self-care, the self-perceived lack of ability some women 
hold, and the role of universities in supporting and developing 
entrepreneurs at all stages of the process.

QMU is the only university in Scotland to have a Business Gateway 
facility on campus, and is an excellent example of partnership 
working to simplify the entrepreneurial ecosystem. The sold-out 
event also gave the audience the opportunity to gain insight into 
the world of business as experienced by Prue Leith.

While perhaps best known today as one of the judges on the hit 
television show, The Great British Bake Off, Prue is no stranger 
to the world of entrepreneurship. She launched events and 
contract catering company Leith's Good Food in 1962, opened 
her restaurant Leith’s in 1969 which earned a Michelin star, before 
going on to establish Leith’s School of Food and Wine in 1974. She 
also launched Prue Leith's Chef's Academy in South Africa in 1997, 
was a journalist, a teacher, and has written 14 cookbooks, eight 
novels and one autobiography. A far cry from humble beginnings 
catering for people’s dinner parties where one hostess – in an effort 
to take credit for Prue’s efforts – told her guests, “The girl in the 
kitchen? Oh, she’s just here to do the washing up!”

“I found that the best marketing tool at my disposal was to do 
my job well,” said Prue. “Talk to your customers, find out what 
they want and do it better than they expected. That’s the best 
advice I can offer you.”

Kim Stuart, Head of Research and Knowledge Exchange 
Development at QMU, said: “The prevalence of ingenious, 
innovative and ambitious women is a prized strategic strength 
of QMU. As society challenges existing cultural bias, QMU in 
partnership with the East Lothian Council Business Gateway is 

“ If you start with an optimistic nature, it doesn’t matter 
if you fail. Start with an idea that you really care about 
– that’s what matters.”

14   QMYOU / Sustainable Business



A YOUNG START-UP LED by tenants of QMU's 
Fywmriww Mrrszexmsr^sri ,FM^- ger sʇgmepp} lemp 
2019 as a year of tremendous success.

S'Wheat, founded by QMU graduate Jake Elliott-Hook (BA 
Psychology and Sociology) and partner Amee Ritchie, is an 
ethical and sustainable brand which produces eco-friendly, 
reusable water bottles. The S'wheat bottle is the world's first 
reusable water bottle made from plant-based material, making 
it fully biodegradable, and was created out of a passion to 
stop single-use plastics from ending up on landfills or from 
entering our oceans. 

Through QMU's partnerships with East Lothian Business 
Gateway, Edinburgh Merchant Company and Santander 
Universities, Jake and Amee have been supported and 
mentored to realise their idea by maximising opportunities 
offered by Scottish Institute for Enterprise, Converge and 
Scottish Edge.

In  August 2019, the company successfully crowdfunded 
£21,437 in just 30 days to finance production of the first run 
of S'wheat bottles. Jake  also won a cash prize from the 
Scottish Institute for Enterprises's (SIE) 'Fresh Ideas' initiative, 
and together, he and Amee took S'wheat through to the 
finals of Converge 2019, Scotland's leading entrepreneurial 
development programme for Higher Education. Ending their 
year of success on a high, Jake and Amee also scooped the 
top award in the Young Edge category of Scottish EDGE - the 
UK's biggest small business funding competition - winning a 
cash prize of £15,000 in December 2019.

Turn to page 21 to find out more about the BIZ and its tenants. 
To find out more about S'wheat or place an order for your very 
own S'wheat water bottle, visit www.swheat.co.uk ❒
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committed to creating the conditions that will strengthen and fuel 
the foundation for personal and economic growth in the region 
and beyond.” 

QMU’s work in this area has been supported by the Scottish 
Funding Council’s (SFC) University Innovation Fund (UIF) which 
encourages the promotion of interactions between universities and 
the wider world, maximising advantage to the Scottish economy 
and society.  This has also reinforced QMU’s partnership with 
the East Lothian Business Gateway in streamlining access to 
innovation support. 

Dr Stuart Fancey, Director of Research and Innovation at 
the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), said: “Growing female 
entrepreneurship is important for Scotland’s future prosperity 
and I am delighted that QMU was joined by Prue Leith and other 
successful women entrepreneurs at this event. 

“SFC’s University Innovation Fund exists to help universities 
make a difference to our economy and society and QMU is to 
be congratulated on its work in supporting women to set up 
businesses to do just that.” ❒

Top: Chancellor of QMU, Prue Leith CBE, addresses the audience. Middle: 
The panellists. in comversation.  Above: Elaine Jackson of Business 
Gateway.
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Advancing Practice in Health 

QUEEN MARGARET UNIVERSITY  
QMU)  has launched an 
exciting and practice-relevant 

postgraduate Advancing Practice 
in Health Framework, designed to 
support individuals who want to make 
a difference to the lives of others locally, 
nationally and globally. 

The framework will be of interest to any 
individual working in a health-related field 
such as allied health professionals, nurses, 
nutritionists, other professionals such as 
medical practitioners, pharmacists, dentists 
and those working in areas such as public 
health, the community and the voluntary 
sector. 

Based on a model of collaborative multi-
professional learning aligned to expectations 
of the four pillars of advanced practice 
(Clinical Practice, Leadership, Education 
and Research), the framework aims to 
foster and develop QMU’s vision of ideas 
and influence and its mission of cultivating 
intellectual capital with both a theoretical 
and practical focus. Learning and teaching 
is underpinned by research, evidence and 
scholarship against a background of the 
current and evolving political and social 
landscape for health and wellbeing. 

With learning opportunities in areas such 

as fundamentals of advancing practice, 
critical analysis, evaluation and research 
methodologies, as well as a number of 
more specific modules, the framework also 
draws on expertise across the University on 
subjects such as leadership, social science 
and education.
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Viarama working on plans to incorporate 
virtual reality into the prison system

YOUNG OFFENDERS IN SCOTLAND could be set to 
firiĂx jvsq xli ywi sj zmvxyep viepmx} ,ZV-0 mj {svo 
jvsq xli {svphùw Ăvwx zmvxyep viepmx} wsgmep irxivtvmwi 

comes to fruition.
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New partnership 
helps students  
and graduates 
make the ‘SHIFT’ 
THREE OF SCOTLAND’S LEADING arts institutions 

have joined forces to help students and recent 
graduates make the move from higher education to 

their professional careers.

Vigskrmwmrk xli mqtsvxergi sj gsppefsvexmrk egvsww mrwxmxyxmsrw 
erh hmwgmtpmriw0 UQY0 Xli Vs}ep Gsrwivzexsmvi sj Wgsxperh0 erh 
xli Kpewks{ Wglssp sj Evx iwxefpmwlih e ri{0 mrrszexmzi tevxrivwlmt 
geppih WLMJX ievpmiv xlmw }iev2 Xlmw gsppefsvexmsr mw tevx sj GER HS 
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entrepreneurial and innovative nation, a place where growth and 
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creative industries will be a key factor in achieving sustainable 
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will deliver a range of specialist events and resources for budding �1P



Who's who in the 
Business Innovation Zone?
THE BUSINESS INNOVATION ZONE (BIZ) is home to the on-campus Business 
Gateway team — the only one of its kind in a Scottish University — 
who partner QMU in The BIZ, a unique programme of practical business 
support and mentoring for enterprising staff, students and recent alumni. 
We currently have more than 40 start-ups in theatre and film production, healthcare, 
and food and drink companies. More than half are founded or co-founded by women, 
and many of them are award winners. Here's a glance at some of our BIZ tenants...

Eadaoin McCormack - Mums 
Empowered: Xli jmvwx tvi1 erh 
tswx1rexep liepxlgevi ett sj mxw 
omrh0 Qyqw Iqts{ivih emqw xs 
vizspyxmsrmwi {sqir+w liepxl0 liptmrk 
qyqw vikemr gsrxvsp sj xlimv fsh} 
erh iqfvegi qsxlivlssh2  Mx sҫivw 
qsxlivw iew} eggiww xs ehzmgi 
erh ihygexmsr jvsq liepxlgevi 
professionals, as well as safe and 
tailored exercises they can do in the 
gsqjsvx sj xlimv s{r lsqi xs mqtvszi 
xlimv tl}wmgep erh qirxep liepxl2

Bob Winton and Yoana 
Nedkova  -  P inescope 
Productions: Tmriwgsti mw er 
iqivkmrk Ăpq tvshygxmsr gsqter} 
gviexmrk e verki sj tvsqsxmsrep 
content for businesses and 
organisations, specifically the 
gviexmzi erh gypxyvep wigxsvw2  Vigirx 
gsqqmwwmsrw mrgpyhi xli gviexmsr 
sj wizivep wlsvx hsgyqirxevmiw 
which explore the unusual and 
unconventional creation of the The 
Kvi} Evie0 {lmgl {ew sri sj xli Ăvwx 
hveqew fvsehgewx sr xli ri{ FFG 
Wgsxperh glerrip2

Ann Landmann - Cymera 
Festival: Fewih mr Ihmrfyvkl0 
G}qive mw Wgsxperh+w erryep Jiwxmzep 

sj Wgmirgi Jmgxmsr0 Jerxew} erh 
Horror Writing.  Over one weekend 
mr Nyri0 G}qive fvmrkw xskixliv 
{vmxivw erh viehivw jvsq Wgsxperh 
and beyond to share ideas, create 



Welcome to Thomas Kelly, 
Lieh sj Hizipstqirx 
erh Epyqrm Vipexmsrw

HAVING RECENTLY JOINED the University as Head of Development and 
Epyqrm mr Higiqfiv 645=0 Mùh pmoi xs sʆiv e {evq {ipgsqi xs epp sj syv 
alumni and friends. As a QMU graduate myself, I am incredibly proud 

to be part of our University again. 
As graduates, we are much more than part of the QMU history, we can also 

have a key role in our future. I encourage you all to update your communication 
preferences with us, either on our website or by giving us a call, and help us to stay 
in touch. Staying in touch will allow us to share all of the amazing opportunities to 
get involved and also hear about the great things our university is achieving today. 

As I find my feet over the next few months, I hope to meet many of you and hear 
your unique QMU story – we all have one!  ❒

Santander Universities funding enables 
Podiatry students to travel to Greece
TEN STUDENTS FROM Queen 

Margaret University’s (QMU) BSc 
(Hons) Podiatry course travelled 

to Athens last summer to gain an 
yrhivwxerhmrk sj wsqi sj xli hmʆivirx 
techniques and treatment plans that are 
gyvvirxp} sr sʆiv mr Kviigi2
Nirrmjiv Hsriker0 Nirrmjiv Hyvi}0 Pmrhe 

Jivv}0 Emhiir Lerre0 Iqqe Lskk0 Qiker 
Lsvri0 Pygmrhe Psgo0 Emwpmrk QgLykl0 
Veglip QgPevir erh Epmwsr Tvmrkpi {ivi 
efpi xs i|tivmirgi xli hmҫivirx wx}piw sj 
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Crerar Hotels bursary 
makes the university 
dream a reality for 
two QMU students

TWO QUEEN MARGARET UNIVERSITY (QMU) students 
have received bursaries that will allow them to pursue 
their careers goals in the hospitality industry. 
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FIVE STUDENTS FROM the BA 
(Hons) International Hospitality and 
Tourism Management programme 

have recently returned to Queen Margaret 
Yrmzivwmx} ,UQY- ejxiv gsqtpixmrk Ăzi1
month industry placements in some of 
the world’s most prestigious hospitality 
and tourism venues.   

The placements allowed students to gain 
valuable work experience and a perspective 
on the hospitality and tourism industry 
outside the UK, all of which will enhance 
their career prospects after graduation.  

All five students received up to £1,000 
from the Moffat Trust Scholarship Fund 
towards the cost of their overseas industry 
placement.  The Moffat Charitable Trust’s 



THE QUEEN MARGARET LEGACY programme (QMLP) supports educational 
exchange opportunities for Queen Margaret University (QMU) students at 
our partner institution in Hungary, Corvinus University, with the programme 

delivered in partnership with the Hungarian Embassy in London and QMU. These 
transcultural learning opportunities are made possible through generous donations 
from programme supporters.

Launched in November 2014, the QMLP 
commemorates the lasting historical and 
moral legacy of QMU’s namesake, Saint 
Margaret, and recognises and embraces 
the shared legacy of Hungary and Queen 
Margaret University.

Alexandria Brown, a fourth year QMU 
Public Sociology student, never imagined 
that she would study abroad. But when 
an opportunity to spend a semester in 
Budapest through the QMLP presented 
itself, Alexandria knew that it was just too 
good to let pass by.

Touching down in Budapest, to freezing 
early January temperatures, Alexandria 
admits that she felt a bit like a ‘lost lamb’. 
Getting used to an entirely new currency 
didn’t help either. What she didn’t know 
then was that the next five months were 
going to be some of the best of her life.

Wasting no time in getting to know the 
city that would be her home for the next 
few months, Alexandria used her first day 
to walk around the Pest district. She spent 
time admiring its impressive architecture 
and observing local customs, such as 
friends greeting each other with a kiss on 
the cheek, and the popularity of scooters 
for getting people from A to B. With her 
apartment located in the city’s Jewish 
quarter, Alexandria found herself in awe 
of the breath-taking synagogue on Dohany 
Street – the largest in Europe. She also 
discovered the city’s famous ruin bars, 
where she would end up spending many 
an evening in the company of new friends.

Upon arriving at Corvinus University on 
her second day in Budapest, Alexandria 
was immediately taken by the beautiful 
gothic stone building in front of her. 
Although the first few weeks were a bit 
overwhelming, Alexandria found her 

modules in Organisational Sociology, 
Terrorism and Political Violence, and 
Society and Culture in Saudi Arabia to be 
fascinating. She was relieved to find a wide 
range of social sciences books – in English 
– in the university library, too.

Alexandria also found that - despite some 
language barriers with other students 
on her course - shared personal values 
and political beliefs helped her to bond 
with her classmates. This would prove 
extremely useful for her life outside of 
university too as she only met three other 
people from the UK during her time in 
Hungary and none of them were studying 
at the same institution. However, this did 
prompt Alexandria to venture outside of her 
comfort zone and encouraged her to join 
the Erasmus Student Network, where she 
would end up making friends with whom 
she still keeps in touch with today. Back at 
the university, the prospect of an oral exam 
seemed daunting as it was something she 
had not yet done back home in Scotland, 
let alone in another country. Although the 
exam posed challenges, Alexandria was 
delighted to find that not only did it boost 
her confidence and public speaking skills, 
but she also got an ‘A’ for her presentation.

Reflecting on her time in Budapest, 
Alexandria said: “I was thrilled to go to 
Hungary for a variety of reasons; social, 
academic and personal. I am not the typical 
person who goes on an exchange, and it 
was never something that I believed was 
in my grasp. However, thanks to the Queen 
Margaret Legacy Programme and Corvinus 
University, it all became possible, and I 
would urge anyone who is presented with 
an opportunity like this to grab it with both 
hands! We only regret the things in life we 
didn’t do.” ❒
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My overseas placement 
would not have been possible 
without the financial support 
that I received through the 
Moffat Trust Scholarship.”

“
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A HOSPITALITY STUDENT FROM Queen Margaret University (QMU) 
has been presented with a prestigious award from contemporary 
hotel group, Apex Hotels. 

Mary Kelly, a retired firearms officer and student on the BA (Hons) International 
Hospitality and Tourism Management course, has been awarded the prestigious 
Dr Norman Springford Future Leader Award, which carries with it a £3,000 cash 
prize that can be used as a bursary or towards funding postgraduate study at 
QMU. She was presented with the award in November 2019, after delivering 
an impressive presentation to Apex’s senior management team on the need 
for the hospitality industry to have a multi-skilled workforce. 

Mary, who entered the BA (Hons) course in third year after completing an 
HND at City of Glasgow College - having previously served on the police 
force for 30 years - welcomed the prize, saying that “[It] will show prospective 
employers the passion and commitment I have for my second career in the 
hospitality industry.”

Apex Hotels also award scholarships to students on QMU’s BA (Hons) 
International Hospitality and Tourism Management and BA (Hons) Events 
Management pathways. These include a £1,000 bursary to help alleviate some 
of the financial pressures associated with studies, in addition to a three-month 
paid internship with the Apex Hotels group. The internship provides students 
with the opportunity to gain relevant work experience across a variety of 
departments such as housekeeping, reception and food and drink, as well as 
in head office disciplines such as finance, marketing and sales.   

As a recipient of the scholarship herself, Mary made such a positive impression 
whilst on placement that she was offered a part-time position at the group’s 
Glasgow-based hotel. She hopes to move on to a management role once she 
has completed her degree.

To date, QMU has received over £30,000 from Apex Hotels for student 
support. Dr Norman Springford, founder of Apex Hotels and honorary QMU 
graduate, said: “It’s a real pleasure to present this award to Mary. We were so 
impressed with her presentation, and her passion for the hospitality industry 
is clear to see.” ❒

Hospitality 
student 

presented with 
‘Future Leader’ 

award from 
Apex Hotels 

founder



Class reunions

LAST YEAR, AS with every year, a number of alumni groups 
got together to celebrate the anniversary of their graduation. 



Conferences and Events at Queen Margaret University

CALLING ALL Queen Margaret 
alumni! Are you looking for a 
modern spacious venue for 
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QMUGA 
CONTACTS

Future events:
EVENT: Let’s Get Together for Coffee
DATE: Resumes on Tuesday 11 February, 
10 March, 7 April (due to Easter we are 
meeting on the first Tuesday in April), 
and 12 May.TIME: 11am
LOCATION: Burr&Co, George Hotel, 
George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2PB. 
BOOKING: Booking essential. Please 
come along and join us. 

EVENT: New Register House
DATE:  Tuesday 11 February or Tuesday 
10 March
TIME: 2pm
LOCATION: 3 West Register Street, 
Edinburgh EH1 3YT.
DETAILS: A behind-the-scenes visit. 
COST: There is no charge for this visit.
BOOKING: Note option of two dates due 
to limited capacity - book by 4 February 
or 3 March via Cecilia Young, Social 
Secretary, celyyoung@outlook.com 

An email NEWSFLASH will provide 
details of the following events:
₲  Hmrriv0 tvitevih f} UQY wxyhirxw 

at Edinburgh New Town Cookery 
School – 24 March

₲  Neteriwi Kevhir0 Cowden, near 
Dollar, visit to beautiful historic garden 
- May TBC 

₲  Erryep Kirivep Qiixmrk0 5 Atholl 
Crescent, Edinburgh - Friday 5 June






